
THE STYLE MATCHING COMPANY
Time is the new luxury, stop searching, start finding products that match your style.

The independent My Style Matcher tool matches people and products based on a unique 
algorithm. To ensure the right match, My Style Matcher filters products and services of all 
product categories so that only items in which people are genuinely interested are displayed 
to them. This makes finding relevant products and services easier, faster and more fun.
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HOW IT WORKS FOR THE CUSTOMER 

The following 3 steps lead to creating a personal style profile and helps to activate the My Style Matcher.

1. CREATE MY STYLE MATCHER PROFILE
You are exclusively invited for a free style intake. By asking questions about your style, values and character preferences we are able 
to allocate your personal collection.

2. MATCHING YOUR PREFERENCES
The built-in algorithm, also known as the Lifestyle Compass®, calculates which products, services and life-style experiences match 
your personal preferences.

3. CONNECT MY STYLE MATCHER
You will have immediate access to your personal style collection, by clicking on the My Style Matcher button at the end of the intake.

My Style Matcher truly understands your personality and taste. This allows it to find relevant experiences and items that suit your life. 
The My Style Matching service comes at no charge.
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STYLE MATCHING IT-MODEL
MATCHING PEOPLE AND PRODUCTS

ORGANISATION JOURNEYUSER JOURNEY 

Intake: Character, values 
and style preferences

Organisation decides where and how to show “Matching Data”  
to user at multiple devices and channels.

MATCHING PEOPLE & PRODUCTS

PERSONAL DATA USER

              Results intake             

PRODUCT DATA ORGANISATION

                XML Feed

Personal shopping 
experience

Conversion €

Multiple devices 
retailer

Sending “Matching Data” via API back to organisation.

User ID

Product ID
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PRODUCT ID 

My Style Matcher tags products based on  
an excisting style language and creates  

a Product ID.

USER ID 

My Style Matcher assembles a User ID 
based on a unique algorithm called  

Lifestyle Compass®.
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My Style ID



MY STYLE MATCHING TOOL 
DEVELOPED FOR (INTER)NATIONAL ONLINE BRANDS AND ORGANISATIONS

“Overkill of choices are conversion killers. If brands want to increase sales, you must streamline your offerings by 
personalisation.”

The independent My Style Matcher has lots of experience in matching and personalisation, and developed a style matching 
tool for online brands and organisations. 

My Style Matching tool can be easily integrated as a ‘plug-in’ in the webshop or online platform of online brands, offering 
visitors a unique and personal shopping experience. The assortment is ‘automatically’ matched to the users’ personal profile. 
In this way they feel recognised and are able to find personal recommendations and products quickly and easily.

ADVANTAGES USER

+ Convenience booster and time-saving
+ Personalised content and services
+ Independent, pro-active and personal style advice
+ Safe with regard to use of personal data
+ Personal filter

ADVANTAGES ORGANISATION

+ Conversion booster (quality leads)
+ Enhanced ‘customer central’ shop experience
+ Safe and easy to plug-in
+ Enriches data by matching, research and reports
+ Premium service (customer loyalty)

PUT YOUR USER FIRST 
The Style Matcher focuses on users and their actual needs by streamlining offerings and gives online brands and 
retailers the technical tool to provide the appropriate shop experience. No more endless searching or filtering but 
‘automatically’ finding. Make shopping more personal and improve your conversion rate.



CONTACT 
Jonna van den Dungen  |  www.iMAXIMIZE.com  |  info@imaximize.com   |  +31 (0)73 62 33 525 
My Style Matcher is part of iMAXIMIZE BV.

My Style Matcher is a succesful Dragons Den concept by Jonna van den Dungen iMAXIMIZE BV. 
Participating investors are: Annemarie van Gaal and Arjen de Koning.

January 2015

SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE

The Style Matcher tool can be implemented as SaaS solution, which makes implementation flexible and easy to manage 
without worrying about in-house integration and questions surrounding stability and risks. It will free you to concentrate 
on the core business: online sales and real customer personalisation. See API documentation & CSV specifications in the 
separate brochure for more details or contact us for a personalised offer. 

DEMO

Maxclusive.com is our in-house online style platform where the function of My Style Matcher can be experienced as a user.

BASIC ARCHITECTURE OF MY STYLE MATCHER INTEGRATION


